Abstract. Recent works have classified de Bruijn graph (dBG) based broadcasting algorithms into local broadcasting and arc-disjoint spanning trees based broadcasting. However, those algorithms can only work in binary dBG. In this paper, we investigate broadcasting in bidirectional dBG for a degree greater than or equal to two. A distributed broadcast algorithm for one-to-all broadcasting in the all port communication is proposed for dBG (d,k) 1 .
Introduction
Broadcasting is one of the fundamental communication problems of interconnection networks. Some typical broadcasting applications are synchronizing different processors in a distributed computing network, and reconfiguring multiprocessor architecture. Recently, broadcasting problems on dBG have been investigated as local broadcasting [3] and arc-disjoint spanning trees based broadcasting[4] [5] .
However, the above can only work in a dBG(2,k) networks. Considering this limitation we intend to investigate broadcasting in bidirectional de Bruijn graph with a degree greater than or equal to two. A distributed broadcast algorithm is proposed for dBG(d,k). Our study shows that the maximum time steps to finish broadcast procedure is k regardless of the broadcast originator, time complexity at each node is 0(3d/2), and no overhead happens in the broadcast message. This paper is organized as follows: background is discussed in section 2, section 3 explains the algorithm and the paper is concluded in section 4.
Background
The dBG graph denoted as dBG (d,k) [1] has N=d k nodes with diameter k and degree 2d. If we represent a node by For simplest broadcasting mechanism, the originator initiates the process by making a "call" to other neighboring vertices in the graph informing them of the message. Subsequently, the informed vertices call their neighboring vertices and the process continues until all vertices in the graph are informed. Basically, this mechanism is like flooding phenomenon. Note that the interval during which a call takes place will be referred to as a time step or simply step. In flooding broadcasting (FB), level of a node A is the number of steps by which a message from originator reaches A (or shortest path length between A and originator).
Broadcasting Algorithm in dBG(d,k)
By applying FB, we can easily obtain k as the maximum number of steps to finish broadcasting. However, message overhead is very high in FB. Thus, how to reduce message overhead (or letting each informed vertices call its uninformed neighbors only) in FB states the motivation for our algorithm. We assume that each packet sent to the other node must contain originator address, sender's level, a shift string of receiver and all calls take the same amount of time.
There are two cases of message overhead when an informed node A wants to inform node X. Case 1, node X has been informed already. Thus, X must have lower or equal level to A. Case 2, uninformed node X can be informed by nodes B,C,D, which have the same level as A, at the same time. For case 1, we need to compare the shortest-path length between X and A to originator. And X is informed by A if X level is higher than A's level and case 2 not happen. For case 2, we have to define some conditions, based on these conditions only A or B or C or... inform X. The following theorems are proposed for calculating path length. -p (dBG(d,k) To solve the above two cases of message overhead, a Boolean valued function SPL is proposed. SPL has inputs: originator S, current node P, neighboring node X, current level n (level of P), shift string Q (q 0 q 1 q 2 ...q z−1 , length z≤k) (from S to X through P). Fig. 1a shows SPL algorithm.
Theorem 1: given p is shortest-path length between node a and b, the minimum length of matched strings between a and b is k
Step 1,2,3 solve message overhead of case 1.
Step 1 is a result of theorem 1.
Step 4,5,6 solve case 2 message overhead.
